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“this body is a capsule”



Artist Statement

The years following emigration are filled with a prolonged tension—between displacement and hope, past and present—an imagination of identity as a continual
adaptation to belong while also holding the burden of homeland memory. My work combines two significant threads of emigration. First, my personal story as an
immigrant from Singapore moving to America as an adult to become part of an inter-racial family. The second, my family's history of emigration from China to
Singapore and survival of World War II. My father, captured into hard labor during the Japanese Occupation, escaped and waited in Thailand for the war to end. His
survival is the reason my siblings and I exist. After settling in America, I became aware of how cultural memory remains for an immigrant a hidden burden as we each
adapt to a new country and culture. Our personal story then becomes a span of reality that draws from different locations.

In my work, I contemplate how humans migrate in order to live, journeying over lands and oceans—a displacement followed by the entry into a
nebulous space. I often turn to the enduring symbols within our Earth’s environment—rocks, oceans, and plant life—as a way of framing my response. In my
compositions, these forms mingle, join, and fade into indeterminate atmospheres. Images of liquid drippings, succulent roots absent of their grounding, stones as
fragments from bedrock, and birds in flight—provide visual experiences of memory and the grappling with identity. I also collapse time, space, and cultural references
as a strategy to speak to the entangled coexistence of discomfort and discovery.

Drawing is central to my practice. I often mix media of watercolor, gouache, ink, and pastel on paper to instill the sensibilities of fluctuation and
ephemera. In automatic drawing, random lines, shapes, and fields of color reveal images which are then emphasized with paint or ink. Through layering textures and
combining diverse material processes, I convey the facets of altering cultural identity. I often turn to sculpture to subvert cultural stereotypes and to imagine
metamorphosis. By molding paper and clay over wire, dense and dynamic forms are made that join figures to objects and biomorphic elements. My concept of altered
realities emerges as uncanny-looking creatures and spaces, fused or fragmented through a watery and surrealistic aesthetic.

Ultimately, my work acknowledges that we live in a world where the narratives of immigrants play a role in shaping culture. In my translations of
liminal and hybrid spaces, I convey the strength that grows within the experience of migration.

◦



Installation

“this body is a capsule…
having crossed 

hemispheres…sucked 
minuscule.” 

(from the poem, Self Portrait, 2022
Howe Fun Lye-Starks)











Body of Work



Unporcelain, 2022
digital print combining a painting 
in  watercolor and acrylic overlaid 
with image of sculpture 



Secret Life, 2021
gouache on paper, 24” x 32”



Survival, 2022
watercolor and gouache 
on paper, 40” x 57”



Hybrid, 2022
watercolor, gouache on paper, kitchen 
stool (painting 40”x 62”)



Middle of Family, 2022
glass and paper Mache, river rocks, 
watercolor (bust 11”x 7” x 7”)



Root Calligraphy, 2022
paper, clay and wire
Installation, 28” x 20”



Home, 2022
Installation, images 
of works, ceramic 
sculptures, table



Home, 2022



“Look at what it has become”, 2022
paper, wire, foam



The Ocean in a Rock, 2021
an illustrated memoir
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